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A Different and Dynamic 
voice with a fantastic 
range. Elizmi is a 
recording artist, award 
winning songwriter and 
model who is creating a 
style of her own. 
  Elizmi has fire, she proves every 
day, she’s more than what she was 
made to feel of herself from an early 
age. Determined to inspire listeners 
to pursue their dreams borne from 
her child hood pain and exclusion, 
bullied and abused she’s never 
stopped reaching for her goals. 
    

 

With such a spontaneous 
energy that defines her astounding emotional vocals 
that compliment her daring and sometimes painful lyrics 
drawn from her life experiences, and personality is 
easily transported from stage as she gets an audience 
singing, dancing and clapping along.  
As soon as she steps into the studio, she combines her 
technical abilities with her natural tone and a knack for 
a hook, her powerful raps leaves the listeners hooked to 
her flow.  
With her debut single Tallest Hill (2016) especially 
written by Elizmi for her debut UK stage performance at 
the Beverley Knight Concert in Kent, she was at the age 
of 17, performing and meeting with some wonderful 
celebrities such as Kenny Thomas, Lamar, Linda Lousardi 
and Rough copy. With this epic beginning she has gone 
on to have gained a   Music Award for song writing and 
one for her performance of the same track. She has also 
had five tracks played on BBC1Xtra and the introducing 
platform, and two in The PR 100 chart (getting to 
number 1 and 3).  
Last year Elizmi was able to tour around the UK, 
and did several mini school tours where she went to sing 
and talk about bullying. 
Elizmi’s love for R&B has slowly infiltrated her music. For the past year she has been 
looking for the right combination of electronic, trap, and old school R&B music. She is 
morphing and she an’t about to STOP.  

@Instagram @elizmiofficial.  @twitter@ElizmiOfficial.  @ youtube elizmi98H 

@ soundcloud Elizmi-1.  @ facebook ElizmiHazeOfficialPage. @Spotify    Elizmi Haze

PRE-RELEASE PROMO FOR NEXT TRACK “I DON’T 
CARE”

   AT THE RAVEN, TOWER BRIDGE 
DEC2019
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